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Where earnings lead stocks follow 

April was a good month for stock markets and for the Heptagon European Focus Equity Fund in particular. The Portfolio 

appreciated by +4.62% vs. +2.07% of the MSCI Europe NR (EUR) index, reflecting an outperformance of +255bps. 

While the Fund was still lagging the benchmark in the year to the end of April (+7.78% vs. +10.59% respectively, i.e. -

281bps), we are hopeful that sales and profit upgrades following the very solid 1Q21 reporting season in April will turn 

this around. 

13 out of the 21 Portfolio holdings (with a combined 45% weighting in the Fund) announced either sales or results 

statements during April. First, we are pleased that every company that published figures beat market expectations. Secondly, 

like-for-like (LfL) sales growth rates were generally higher (and often considerably more so) compared to what the market 

was expecting. Thirdly, the management teams of the different companies came across as much more upbeat in April than 

during the year-end reporting season in January-March. Based on our analysis of the 1Q21 statements, we construe that 

the sales and earnings outlook for the Portfolio – and more broadly speaking for quality-growth businesses in general – 

appear to be better than a few months ago. Against this backdrop, we also draw the conclusion that: (i) our Portfolio 

companies have recovered what they lost during the first lockdown about a year ago and; (ii) most of them are back on 

their growth trendline, which indicates a V-shaped recovery in terms of their sales and profit profiles. Again, it goes to show 

that the investment community generally underestimates companies’ ability to adjust to changes in business conditions – 

normally when moving from a recessionary to a booming economic environment or vice versa – or as in the current case, 

by converting their operations and business models to a digital format and by embracing e-commerce. 

Mark Twain said: ‘It is difficult to make predictions, particularly about the future’ and this holds true in 2021. In our view, investors 

and analysts (and perhaps even companies) have been almost dumbfounded by the sharp uptick in LfL sales growth 

because they may not have appreciated just how sudden and deep the drawdown was in 2020 and/or haven’t fully grasped 

just how swiftly business volumes bounced back. When we look at how LfL revenue growth of the Portfolio companies 

progressed quarter-by-quarter over the past 1-2 years (based on the weightings as of  30 April 2021), we get the following 

numbers. 

Portfolio LfL sales growth (year-over-year) 1Q19 2Q19 3Q19 4Q19 1Q20 2Q20 3Q20 4Q20 1Q21 

Portfolio's weighted LfL revenue growth rate 6.2% 5.5% 7.1% 8.2% 0.5% -2.3% 7.2% 6.2% 18.1% 

EUR/USD-rate 1.135 1.125 1.100 1.113 1.103 1.109 1.181 1.196 1.199 

FX difference year-over-year 7.8% 3.4% 5.4% 2.0% 2.8% 1.4% -7.4% -7.5% -8.7% 

Est. revenue growth with 50% USD-exposure 10.1% 7.2% 9.9% 9.2% 1.9% -1.6% 3.5% 2.4% 13.8% 

Source: Company reports, Bloomberg, Heptagon 

During April, some Portfolio companies delivered growth rates which were completely ‘off the charts’ in 1Q21. For 

example, ASML showed revenue growth of +79% in 1Q21 (+96% vs. 1Q19), Eurofins Scientific +41% (+51% vs 1Q19), 

Hermès +38% (+29% vs. 1Q19) and Zalando, which pre-announced the 1Q21 sales number in April, +45% (+61% vs 
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1Q19). This is even more impressive when considering that the USD has remained weak against the EUR over the past 

two years. 

A different way to look at the Portfolio’s ‘sales and earnings power’ is at what levels they were in absolute terms in 1Q21 

compared with 1Q20 and 1Q19 (i.e. in comparison with a pre-pandemic environment). Again, this makes for pleasant 

reading as far as European Focus is concerned. Based on the Portfolio weightings by the end of April, the Portfolio’s 

absolute level of sales was 6% higher in 1Q21 compared to 1Q20 and 9% higher compared to 1Q19. This implies that the 

‘base’ from where the Portfolio companies can continue to draw revenues and generate profits (and cashflows) has also 

increased against the pre-pandemic environment because of market share gains. When looking at profits in 1Q21, EBITDA 

of the Portfolio was 9% higher vs. 1Q20 and 10% higher vs. 1Q19 and the corresponding levels for EBIT were 10% and 

9% higher respectively. In summary, the Portfolio appears to be in excellent shape in this (probable) ‘late-stage’ pandemic 

environment. 

From a qualitative point of view, we were positively surprised by the commentaries of most management teams. More 

often than not, their tone of voice conveyed optimism in terms of the business outlook and the state of the consumer. 

Invariably, all the managers anticipate economies to open up and to gather more momentum as vaccine rollouts continue 

to gain further traction and lockdown restrictions are eased. We construe that the US economy is currently bouncing back 

(underpinned by rising consumer confidence, solid PMI data and President Biden’s massive $1.9tn stimulus package). 

Apart from the rapid escalation of COVID-19 cases in India, the rest of the Asia-Pacific region currently appears to be 

gaining economic momentum. As far as Europe is concerned, the UK seems to be moving ahead due to the successful 

vaccination program and recent comments from Germany indicate a sudden upswing in the vaccine rollout which should 

improve confidence and eventually economic recovery momentum. Net-net, we anticipate Continental Europe will 

continue to reopen and gain confidence and momentum during 2Q21 and the remainder of 2021. 

What does this mean for corporate sales and profit profiles? Assuming that companies are correct in their assessment that 

business volumes will continue to improve, it looks as though the Portfolio’s base numbers for comparison will be even 

more attractive in 2Q21 than they what were in 1Q21. We believe that the easiest way to illustrate our thinking is by looking 

at it this way. Assume that business activity will be at least as strong in 2Q21 as it was in 1Q21 due to improving macro-

economic conditions. Apply the LfL revenue growth of +18.1% of 1Q21 and change the base number for comparison 

from +0.5% as it was in 1Q20 to -2.3% as it was in 2Q20. This implies that the Portfolio will show more than 20% LfL 

sales growth in 2Q21 (and more than 12% LfL sales growth in comparison with 2Q19).  

When looking further out to the end of FY21 for sales, EBITDA and EBIT, our analysis indicates that the Portfolio 

continues to be in good health as the Fund’s revenue base should be 8% higher vs. FY20 and 6% higher vs. FY19. When 

looking at profits, the Portfolio’s EBITDA should be 7% higher in FY21 vs. FY20 and 6% higher vs. FY19; the 

corresponding levels for EBIT are 8% and 5% higher respectively. 

Even when stripping out the obvious pandemic-winners (Zalando, Eurofins Scientific and ASML – their combined 

Portfolio weighting is around 18%). The rest of the Portfolio still sits in the +2% to +7% range on all three metrics (sales, 

EBITDA and EBIT) irrespective if comparisons are made against FY20 or FY19. This implies that the Portfolio has a 
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broad base from where the companies’ revenues and profits can continue to compound. Assuming that our mantra still 

holds true: ‘Where earnings lead stocks follow’, we look forward to the next few quarters with confidence. 

Christian Diebitsch, Fund Manager 
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Important Information 
 
Past performance is not an indication or guarantee of future performance and no representation or warranty is made 
regarding future performance. This communication is for information purposes only. It is not an invitation or inducement 
to engage in investment activity. 

The document is provided for information purposes only and does not constitute investment advice or any 
recommendation to buy, or sell or otherwise transact in any investments. The document is not intended to be construed 
as investment research. The contents of this document are based upon sources of information which Heptagon 
Capital believes to be reliable. However, except to the extent required by applicable law or regulations, no guarantee, 
warranty or representation (express or implied) is given as to the accuracy or completeness of this document or its contents 
and, Heptagon Capital, its affiliate companies and its members, officers, employees, agents and advisors do not accept any 
liability or responsibility in respect of the information or any views expressed herein. Opinions expressed whether in 
general or in both on the performance of individual investments and in a wider economic context represent the views of 
the contributor at the time of preparation. Where this document provides forward-looking statements which are based on 
relevant reports, current opinions, expectations and projections, actual results could differ materially from those anticipated 
in such statements. All opinions and estimates included in the document are subject to change without notice and Heptagon 
Capital is under no obligation to update or revise information contained in the document. Furthermore, Heptagon Capital 
disclaims any liability for any loss, damage, costs or expenses (including direct, indirect, special and consequential) 
howsoever arising which any person may suffer or incur as a result of viewing or utilising any information included in this 
document.  

The document is protected by copyright. The use of any trademarks and logos displayed in the document without 
Heptagon Capital's prior written consent is strictly prohibited. Information in the document must not be published or 
redistributed without Heptagon Capital's prior written consent.  

For all definitions of the financial terms used within this document, please refer to the glossary on our 
website: https://www.heptagon-capital.com/glossary. 

Risk Warnings 
 
The Fund is subject to special risk considerations including geographic concentration risk, portfolio concentration risk and 
operational risk. The investment return and principal value of an investment will fluctuate so that the investor’s shares, 
when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost. Any investor should consider the investment 
objectives, risks and charges and expenses of the fund carefully before investing. Where an investment is denominated in 
a currency other than the investor’s currency, changes in rates of exchange may have an adverse effect on the value, price 
of, or income derived from the investment. 
 
SFDR 

This Fund has been classified as an Article 8 for the purposes of the EU’s Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation 
(‘SFDR’). The Fund promotes environmental and/or social characteristics but does not have sustainable investment as its 
primary objective. It might invest partially in assets that have a sustainable objective, for instance assets that are qualified 
as sustainable according to EU classifications but does not place significantly higher importance on the environmental 
objective of each underlying investment. Please see prospectus for further information on the Funds environmental and/or 
social characteristics and relevant sustainability risks and principal adverse impacts which may impact the Fund’s 
performance.  

Heptagon Capital LLP, 63 Brook Street, Mayfair, London W1K 4HS  
tel +44 20 7070 1800 
fax +44 20 7070 1881 
email london@heptagon-capital.com  

Partnership No: OC307355 Registered in England and Wales  

Authorised & Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FRN: 403304)  
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